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Design Practice Reality Check
What my journey in a mission-based organization has taught me 
about DEI
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This is a talk about DEI (ish)This is a talk about DEI (ish)
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A recipe of how to do itA recipe of how to do it



My learnings on how we can 
nudge our organizations.



Why?



It is the right thing to do





But it is not why (most) 
companies do it.



DEI is good for businesses



Without financial results, there is no 
company, no product, no impact





By Jmsandvik





2000
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26
Countries

4
PD Sites

A gazillion NOKs

Revenue

4
Factories



Monterrey



No one should die or be disabled 
unnecessarily during birth or from sudden 

illness, trauma, or medical errors.

Mission



Anyone can be a lifesaver.
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Do you notice a trend in this picture?





Personal willingness

LEARNING
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To build inclusive products, you 
need diverse teams

LEARNING



How does a diverse team help?









So, when you get the opportunity, 
do build diverse teams

LEARNING
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(Illustration around DesignOps)



You ned to set working 
processes that help 

LEARNING





Design with not for



*Credits to Teresa Torres, the mastermind behind it



Laerdal Innovation Network



A11y as part of the whole process











Back to the market and the 
financial impact of DEI



A global market keep us honest

LEARNING



















“… I wonder where people get the impression that 
members of the LGBT community are dirty, sexually 

promiscuous people with substance abuse issues…”
(Yes… is sarcasm)

@tonyacalilung

https://www.tiktok.com/@tonyacalilung


This is hard.

LEARNING



Stay humble.

LEARNING



Summary / Conclusion

DEI requiresinsights personal willingness to go beyond market learnings and 
insingths

Inclusive products tend to be created by diverse teams

We need work processes that help and reduce the friction

The market will keep us honest. Listen constantly to it.

Stay humble. Listen. Act.  (Rinse and repeat)



There is still a lot to do and learn 



I believe designers can and should 
influence their organizations



I invite you to (just) do it



Huge props  to 
Yuliia Kosheva


